Formation of solid calcium phosphate (CaP) phases is a highly important process in many industrial, geological, and biological contexts^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ and is of profound interest for fields of research ranging from mineralogy to biomineralization including bone and tooth formation.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ However, despite their importance, the events occurring at the onset of CaP precipitation remain to a large extent unclear and are thus the subject of increasing research efforts. Strikingly, it was only recently that the observation of (meta-) stable so-called prenucleation clusters (PNC)^[@ref5]^ has challenged the classical nucleation and growth theory (CNT)^[@ref6]^ in which solid crystallized nuclei were assumed to be unstable below some critical size. Indeed, the necessity for an alternative theory of crystallization that would account for the existence of such PNCs, described as dynamic and soluble aggregates, and rate-limiting entities ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"})^[@ref7]−[@ref12]^ is still a matter of debate. In such a theory of nonclassical crystallization pathways (NCP), PNCs constitute the first step of a complex pathway of numerous stages (including formation of dense liquid phases, amorphous transient intermediates, and aggregation through oriented attachment) that eventually lead to the crystallized solid. This description of crystallization is often used in the field of biomineralization, particularly in cases of in vivo precipitation of calcium phosphate or calcium carbonate particles with a controlled crystalline phase, size, morphology, and 3D repartition. However, some authors argue that PNCs do not contradict the CNT, thereby alleviating the need of new theories.^[@ref13]−[@ref16]^ According to this conception, stable precursors are often described as subcritical nuclei that possess a higher energetic state than the macroscopic crystal (\>1 μm) but that remain in thermodynamic equilibrium with the solution.^[@ref13]−[@ref16]^

![Distinction between classical (CNT, top) and nonclassical crystallization pathways (NCP, bottom) as adapted from the work by Gebauer and Wolf.^[@ref8]^ In the classical picture, materials are often depicted to crystallize via nucleation of critical crystalline seeds and subsequent growth through ion-by-ion attachment. In contrast, NCP descriptions often assume (meta)stable prenucleation clusters that persist in solution prior to their aggregation into amorphous solids or liquid transient intermediates and their subsequent precipitation. While the classical pathway is thermodynamically controlled, the NCP is thought to be dynamically controlled to a large degree.^[@ref8]^](ac0c00516_0001){#fig1}

However, the important point is that regardless of the theory, the structure and the dynamic behavior of precursor species remain poorly understood, and the factors that control the associated nucleation events remain unclear, leaving significant gaps in the current understanding of crystallization.^[@ref17]^

While PNC typically denotes a stable or metastable nanometric solute, we herein term prenucleation species (PNS) any CaP aggregate that occurs in solution during the early onset of CaP precipitation. This will ensure sufficient generality to our conclusions by avoiding any reference to a particular nucleation or crystallization theory (CNT or NCP). In this sense, the PNS terminology introduced here should be understood as neutral. This distinction is all the more important as the concepts of nucleation theories and crystallization pathways can be used to describe different processes.

PNS are here understood as nanometric solutes constituted of loosely coordinated ions in dynamic equilibrium with the corresponding free solvated species. Recently, PNS have been categorized by Zahn^[@ref11]^ into two types, which we here denote as (i) type 1 PNS (corresponding to PNC),^[@ref5]^ which are stable or metastable in solution and only participate in precipitation upon receiving further stimuli, and (ii) type 2 PNS, which appear transiently during the onset of the phase separation event^[@ref8]^ and which are notoriously challenging to detect and characterize due to their limited lifetimes. This distinction is retained here, although type 1 and 2 PNS may (or may not) share similar structural and dynamic properties---a point that remains to be investigated.

Among other examples, type 1 PNS have been observed to be stable in solutions of calcium phosphate,^[@ref18]^ calcium carbonate,^[@ref5]^ or iron (oxyhydr)oxides.^[@ref12]^ However, in the case of calcium phosphates, only a small number of studies^[@ref18]−[@ref20]^ report direct experimental evidence of PNS, despite their importance for the understanding of bone biomineralization, where anomalous mineral formation might impact some bone pathologies (e.g., Paget's disease).^[@ref21]^ Regarding type 2 PNS, experimental observations are even more scarce. Indeed, only Habraken et al.^[@ref9]^ reported such data. This lack of experimental data warrants deeper investigation.

To help answer the current need for insights into PNS, we introduce here an experimental strategy that can provide insight into the very early stage of the CaP formation with high temporal as well as atomistic resolution. Our approach targets two different aspects of the process: (a) Atomic-level details of the initial stages of CaP formation including the first detection of type 2 PNS by NMR, providing a microscopic perspective on PNS formation to confirm the existence of type 2 PNS and if successfully observed, track their behavior; and (b) characterization of the evolution of the collective solution/precipitate system, providing a complementary macroscopic perspective on the phase separation process.

The proposed methodology employs dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization (D-DNP, [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), a technique for obtaining drastically signal-enhanced nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,^[@ref22]−[@ref24]^ that is here used to detect, monitor, and characterize PNS formation (point a). The D-DNP NMR results are supplemented by real-time turbidity measurements, cryogenic electron microscopy (Cryo-EM), and solid-state NMR to gain complementary access to larger CaP aggregates and solid precipitates (point b).

![Schematic representation of the experimental setup for real-time monitoring of CaP PNS formation by D-DNP. Inorganic phosphate P~i~ is hyperpolarized by DNP at 1.2 K to boost the ^31^P NMR magnetization. Hyperpolarized sample is then rapidly dissolved and transferred to an NMR spectrometer where it is mixed in situ with a Ca^2+^-containing solution. After mixing, free and PNS-bound P~i~ are in dynamic equilibrium, while PNS formation is monitored in real time. Process takes place on a 1--5 s time scale at 25 °C and pH 7.8.](ac0c00516_0002){#fig2}

Experimental Section {#sec2}
====================

D-DNP {#sec2.1}
-----

A 250 μL amount of a P~i~ solution (100 mM TRIS buffer at pH 7.8) supplemented with 50 mM TEMPOL and mixed 1:1 v/v with glycerol-*d*~8~ as cryoprotectant (yielding a final P~i~ concentration of 0.5 M) was hyperpolarized at a temperature of 1.2 K in a magnetic field of 6.7 T for 1.5 h in a prototype of a Bruker DNP polarizer. The microwave frequency was set to either 187.90 (positive DNP) or 188.38 GHz (negative DNP) and modulated at 1 kHz with a sawtooth function over a bandwidth of 100 MHz.^[@ref25]^

The hyperpolarized sample was then dissolved by a burst of 5 mL (hence diluted 20-fold to a P~i~ concentration of 25 mM) of superheated D~2~O at 180°C and 10.5 bar and propelled through a 0.9 T "magnetic tunnel"^[@ref26]^ by pressurized helium at 7 bar within 4 s to a 9.4 T Bruker Avance II NMR spectrometer where it was mixed (in less than 1 s) 4:1 v/v with 500 μL of TRIS buffer (yielding 20 mM P~i~) containing 0, 8, or 13 mM CaCl~2~ (final concentration) at 298 K. The final volume was 2.5 mL. The spectrometer was not field-frequency locked to allow the detection to start as soon as possible. After dissolution and mixing the resulting pH was determined to be 7.8 ± 0.2.

Detection was achieved at intervals of 0.5 s by applying nonselective 30° pulses with a ^31^P carrier frequency set to 0 ppm. The spectral width was 40 ppm using a 10 mm BBO probe.

All data were analyzed using home-written MATLAB scripts. All spectra were apodized with Gaussian window functions. Signal intensities were extracted by adapting a strategy published before^[@ref27]−[@ref30]^ using a Lorentzian fit implemented in the "fit" function of MATLAB. The scripts employed the GNAT and EasySpin tool boxes for data loading and apodization.^[@ref31],[@ref32]^

To extract the kinetic rates from the D-DNP experiments, the signal intensity time traces were fitted to the following functions for mono- and biexponential behavior, respectivelywhere *S*(*t*) is the signal amplitude at time point *t* after mixing, *S*~0~^′^ and *S*~0~^″^ are fixed signal amplitudes of the build-up and decay functions to modulate the biexponential behavior, and *S*~eq~ is the equilibrium signal amplitude for longer times.

The time traces were fitted using the bisquare method as implemented in the MATLAB curve-fitting tool. Note that *R*~DEC~ does not equal *R*~1~ but includes all causes of phenomenological signal loss.

Turbidimetry {#sec2.2}
------------

Turbidimetry measurements were performed with a home-built turbidimeter using a SEN0189 turbidity sensor and a home-written Arduino control system. The experiments were performed at room temperature, and the sampling rate was 1 s^--1^.

Cryo-EM {#sec2.3}
-------

After mixing of phosphate and CaCl~2~ solutions under similar concentrations as in the D-DNP experiments (13 mM Ca^2+^), the specimens were frozen as fast as possible by plunging into liquid ethane cooled by liquid nitrogen (LEICA EM CPC, Vienna, Austria). The delay between sample preparation and freezing was ca. 15--30 s. The cryofixed specimens were mounted into a Gatan cryoholder (Gatan inc., Warrendale, PA) for direct observation at 93 K (−180 °C) in a JEOL 2100HC cryo-TEM operating at 200 kV with a LaB6 filament. Images were recorded in zero-loss mode with a Gif Tridiem energy-filtered-CCD camera equipped with a chip with 2k × 2k pixels (Gatan Inc., Warrendale, PA). Acquisition was accomplished with Digital Micrograph software (versions 2.31.734.D, Gatan Inc., Warrendale, PA).

SS NMR {#sec2.4}
------

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments were conducted using an Avance-III 300 Bruker spectrometer. Precipitates were produced with a concentration of \[Ca^2+^\] = 13 mM and packed into 4 mm (o.d.) zirconia rotors, and experiments were conducted using magic angle spinning (MAS). The spinning frequency was ν~MAS~ = 14 kHz using a Bruker 4BL CP/MAS ^1^H/BB probe. The recovery delays for ^1^H relaxation were set to 10 s. A two-dimensional ^1^H--^31^P heteronuclear correlation spectrum was recorded with 40 transients for each 128 *t*~1~ increments. The cross-polarization (CP) contact times were set to *t*~CP~ = 3 ms. Proton chemical shifts were referenced to TMS at 0 ppm, while ^31^P chemical shifts were referenced to H~3~PO~4~ (85% w/w aqueous solution) at 0 ppm.

Estimation of the PNS Radius {#sec2.5}
----------------------------

Under the assumption of a simple isotropic rotation of the PNS, the transverse relaxation rate of an isolated ^31^P spin depends on its CSA Δσ according to^[@ref15]^where γ~*i*~ denotes the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus *i*, *B*~0~ the static magnetic field, ω~L~ the Larmor frequency, and τ~c~ the rotational correlation time. In the extreme narrowing limit where ω~L~ ≫ τ~c~, [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} reduces toThe effective hydrodynamic radius *R*~h~ can be calculated according to the Stokes--Einstein relationwhere *k* denotes the Boltzmann constant, *T* the temperature, and η the dynamic viscosity. It follows thatwith the constantFor free P~i~ in the absence of Ca^2+^, we determined that *R*~2~(P~i~) = 5.3 s^--1^ under our experimental conditions by conventional spin--echo experiments. Assuming a CSA of 68 ppm (as reported for brushite)^[@ref33]^ for ^31^P in a PNS and 3 Γ~2~(P~i~) = Γ~2~(P~PNS~) \> *R*~2~(P~PNS~) as explained in the main text, [eqs [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} yield *R*~h~ \< 0.94 nm for the PNS. Note that this value is an estimate and must be interpreted with care.

All line widths have been determined after stabilization of the sample, i.e., 2 s after completion of the mixing processes to avoid biases due to shim instabilities (see [Supporting Information Figures S3--S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c00516/suppl_file/ac0c00516_si_001.pdf)).

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Birth of a Mineral Witnessed by D-DNP {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------

By combining D-DNP with real-time NMR measurements, we developed the capability to directly observe and analyze transient PNS that may be present immediately after preparation of oversaturated CaP solutions. In our hands, such signals remained below the detection threshold of conventional NMR (see [Supporting Information Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c00516/suppl_file/ac0c00516_si_001.pdf)) without signal enhancement by D-DNP. D-DNP amplifies NMR signals of various substrates through a "hyperpolarization" procedure ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) that consists of (i) microwave irradiation of a sample that contains a paramagnetic polarization agent (PA; here 50 mM TEMPOL) in a magnetic field (*B*~0,DNP~ = 6.7 T) at cryogenic temperatures (*T*~DNP~ = 1.2 K) followed by (ii) rapid heating and dissolution of the sample and (iii) transfer (with a transfer time *t*~transfer~ = 4 s) of the hyperpolarized sample to a liquid-state NMR spectrometer for detection (*B*~0,NMR~ = 9.4 T at *T*~NMR~ = 298 K).

Our strategy for real-time monitoring of CaP formation is thus based on (i) production of hyperpolarized phosphate (P~i~) followed by (ii) sample dissolution and rapid mixing with a Ca^2+^-containing solution in situ in an NMR spectrometer and (iii) the time-resolved detection of NMR spectra of hyperpolarized ^31^P nuclei, which reports on the presence of PNS and on the local phosphate environments (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This strategy allows one to monitor the P~i~ interaction with Ca^2+^ on a time scale of a few seconds immediately after mixing of the two interacting components. For the case at hand, NMR real-time monitoring was achieved using a single pulse-acquisition scheme applied at a rate of 2 s^--1^ and a flip angle of 30°. Comparable strategies by Katz-Brull and co-workers^[@ref34]^ have already shown their value in medicinal contexts.

The observation of PNS on time scales of ca. 10 s was made possible with a D-DNP prototype system, which enables complete mixing of the two components within ca. 1 s upon arrival of the P~i~ solution in the NMR tube. NMR detection was initiated only upon completion of the mixing process.

First, we analyzed the dependence of the hyperpolarized phosphate spectra on the Ca^2+^ concentration (denoted \[Ca^2+^\]) directly after in situ mixing. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} displays ^31^P spectra obtained within 2 s the mixing of 20 mM hyperpolarized P~i~ with solutions of varying Ca^2+^ concentration (concentrations given after mixing). In the absence of any Ca^2+^ ions, a single narrow signal is observed at δ(^31^P) = 0.7 ppm with a line width of λ(P~i~) = 35.2 ± 6.9 Hz. This signal decays monotonically with time and can be considered as the fingerprint of free, hyperpolarized P~i~ in solution under our conditions. This is in contrast to the spectra observed in the presence of Ca^2+^ (\[Ca^2+^\] = 8 and 13 mM).

![Observation of PNS in supersaturated out-of-equilibrium solutions. Three CaP concentrations were evaluated by D-DNP. Injection of a P~i~ solution into (a) pure buffer (concentrations: \[P~i~\] = 20 mM; \[Ca^2+^\] = 0 mM) and (b and c) into a solution of Ca^2+^ (concentrations: \[P~i~\] = 20 mM; \[Ca^2+^\] = 8 and 13 mM; all concentrations are final concentrations in the NMR tube after mixing). (a) (Center) Single P~i~ signal is seen which is indicative of the free P~i~ in solution. (Right) Evolution of the ^31^P NMR signals after mixing at *t* = 0 at a calcium-ion concentration of \[Ca^2+^\] = 0 mM and *T* = 298 K. Signal intensity decreases exponentially toward thermal equilibrium after mixing. (b) (Center) At a concentration of \[Ca^2+^\] = 8 mM, pH 7.8, and *T* = 298 K, two signals appear, one corresponding to free P~i~ (red) and a second indicating phosphate interacting with calcium (P~PNS~; blue). (Right) Signal intensity of free P~i~ and P~PNS~. While the former decrease monotonically to equilibrium, the signal of P~PNS~ builds up during the first 2.5 s after mixing before it decays to naught as a consequence of relaxation and growth/aggregation of the PNS. (c) Similar behavior as in b is observed at a concentration of \[Ca^2+^\] = 13 mM and *T* = 298 K, but the line of free P~i~ shifts to the left of the PNS signal (see main text). pH values after mixing are indicated. Signal intensities were referenced to their equilibrium signal intensities S~eq~ at *t* →∞.](ac0c00516_0003){#fig3}

For \[Ca^2+^\] = 8 mM, resonances were detected at δ(^31^P) = 0.6 and 1.6 ppm. The signals were fitted to Lorentzian line shapes of λ(P~i~) = 129.5 ± 4.1 and 128.3 ± 8.0 Hz. These two lines were assigned to free P~i~ (high-field signal) and to phosphate interacting with Ca^2+^ ions (low-field signal). The signal of free P~i~ was identified by its monotonic decay after mixing, while the signal of the Ca^2+^-binding species initially grows (characteristic for formation of CaP species) before decreasing to naught (see the [Experimental Section](#sec2){ref-type="other"} for details.)

At a calcium ion concentration of \[Ca^2+^\] = 13 mM, again two peaks appear, although with different chemical shifts (δ(^31^P) = 1.3 for free and 2.7 ppm for bound P~i~) and different line widths (λ(P~i~) = 233.4 ± 5.8 and 58.1 ± 4.4 Hz). The signal for free P~i~ is again characterized by a monotonic decay, while PNS-bound phosphate shows the characteristic build-up and decay behavior indicative of Ca^2+^ interaction.

### Line Shape Analyses {#sec3.1.1}

The D-DNP results provide key information about two distinct aspects of PNS formation: (i) the size and motional freedom of the developing solute species (via the ^31^P line widths) and (ii) the phosphate exchange rate (via the number of ^31^P signals observed).

#### Line Width-Based Information---Determination of PNS Size {#sec3.1.1.1}

In liquid-state NMR spectroscopy, the homogeneous line width of a signal is proportional to the intrinsic transverse relaxation rate of the nuclear spin *R*~2~, which in turn depends on the correlation time τ~c~ of rotational diffusion of the spin-bearing moiety. It is therefore likely that the observed similar line widths at \[Ca^2+^\] = 8 mM indicate that both free and interacting species have comparable rotational diffusion properties despite their different chemical shifts that indicate distinct chemical environments. In contrast, the differing line widths at \[Ca^2+^\] = 13 mM suggest that the Ca^2+^-interacting species takes part in formation of a cluster that is significantly larger than free P~i~. However, for the case at hand, we only compare relative line widths within a single detection (to avoid biases due to shim instabilities etc.) and measure the sum Γ of homogeneous and inhomogeneous line widths. Therefore, we can only state that *R*~2~ \< Γ. Under the assumption of fast rotational diffusion of a spherical particle, where *R*~2~ ∝ τ~c~ holds, a 3-fold broader line, as observed for the broad signal at \[Ca^2+^\] = 13 mM ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), indicates at most a 3-fold longer rotational diffusion time, corresponding to a maximum increase by a factor 3^1/3^ (∼1.4) of the hydrodynamic radius *R*~h~ according to the Stokes--Einstein equation. This enables an estimate of *R*~h~ \< 0.9 nm for the hydrodynamic radius of the transiently observed Ca^2+^-binding P~i~ species that we detect here during the onset of calcium phosphate precipitation. The inequality takes all exchange processes and other inhomogeneous broadening effects into account (cf. [Experimental Section](#sec2){ref-type="other"}) It should be noted that concentration-dependent chemical exchange is a well-documented property of metal--ligand complexes and of many biological systems, such as the exchange of lipids between vesicles^[@ref16]^ or of DNA-transcription factor complexes.^[@ref17],[@ref18]^ A comparable concentration dependence could contribute to the growing line width upon increasing Ca^2+^ ion concentrations. Indeed, growing counterion concentrations might accelerate the exchange between free and PNS-bound phosphate species, thereby broadening the ^31^P resonances.

On the short time scales of the D-DNP experiments, it is yet complicated to assess the exchange rates of the species corresponding to the individual lines, as signal averaging and mixing time incrementation are hardly feasible. A possible way to obtain exchange rates would be the use of ultrafast exchange spectroscopy (i.e., single-scan approaches combined with EXSY/NOESY) as proposed in combination with D-DNP by Swisher et al.^[@ref35]^

Nevertheless, our finding is in agreement with the estimated radius of stable type 1 PNS reported by Dey et al.^[@ref18]^ (0.44 nm) and of type 2 PNS reported by Habraken et al.^[@ref36]^ (0.45--0.65 nm), who both found that this size would be consistent with PNS composed of three phosphate units. We therefore conclude that we directly observe nanoscopic objects that emerge during the onset of the precipitation of calcium phosphate in oversaturated solutions, i.e., type 2 PNS which are constituted of at most 3 phosphate units and (henceforth denoted P~PNS~).

It should be noted that the chemical shift of free P~i~ changes in our hands when varying the Ca^2+^ concentration. This might be a consequence of relatively low buffer concentrations and counterion effects in solution including the variation of the ionic strength.^[@ref37]^ The analyses presented above however hold as they are not affected by this fact. Further reference data for line shape analysis is included in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c00516/suppl_file/ac0c00516_si_001.pdf) (Figures S2--S5).

#### Chemical Shift-Based Information---Determination of Dynamic Exchange Rates {#sec3.1.1.2}

At \[Ca^2+^\] = 8 and 13 mM, the simultaneous presence of two separate signals indicates that the exchange rate (*k*~ex~) of P~i~ between its free (P~i~) and bound forms (P~PNS~) is slow on the NMR time scale, i.e., *k*~ex~ \< Δν, where Δν denotes the difference in resonance frequencies of the two signals. The upper bound of the exchange rate at the two concentrations can thus be estimated to be 249 and 348 s^--1^, respectively.

### Real-Time Analyses {#sec3.1.2}

In addition to the information contained in static PNS spectra, real-time detection in D-DNP experiments provides key insights into the kinetics of PNS formation.

[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c (middle and right panels) shows time traces of the NMR signal intensities of free P~i~ (red) as well as P~PNS~ (blue) when present. At all tested Ca^2+^ concentrations, the signal intensity of free phosphate decays exponentially, primarily due to the return of the hyperpolarized ^31^P spins to thermal equilibrium. At 8 mM ≤ \[Ca^2+^\] ≤ 13 mM, the observed Ca^2+^-interacting species P~PNS~ displays a buildup of signal intensity during the first 2 s after mixing. The P~PNS~ signal intensity here reports on the presence of Ca^2+^-interacting phosphate and thus on formation of PNS. The build-up starts directly after mixing of the two components so that a significant PNS signal could be detected already 0.5 s after mixing. This is then followed by a decay and eventual disappearance of the signal. In addition to the return to thermal equilibrium of the hyperpolarized ^31^P spins, the P~PNS~ signal may also decay for *t* \> 2 s if the growth or aggregation of the PNS generates species with molecular weights that are too high to allow detection by solution-state NMR (i.e., postnucleation species). No P~PNS~ signal could be detected in the time series after 10 s at \[Ca^2+^\] = 8 mM and after 5 s at \[Ca^2+^\] = 13 mM.

The time traces of the P~i~ and P~PNS~ signals could be fitted, respectively, to monoexponential (decay only) and biexponential (build-up followed by decay) functions. Both decreasing functions account for all sources of signal loss (growth, conversion, rf pulses, paramagnetic relaxation, etc.) by a single rate constant *R*~DEC~. Therefore, in the case of biexponential behavior, the build-up rate *R*~BU~ reflects only the formation of PNS-bound phosphate. [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} lists the obtained decay rates *R*~DEC~ and build-up rate constants *R*~BU~. Importantly, *R*~BU~ relates to the kinetics of PNS formation as the signal growth corresponds to the formation rate of Ca^2+^-interacting phosphate species.

###### Characteristic Decay Rates *R*~DEC~ and Build-up Rates *R*~BU~ Observed in the D-DNP Experiments[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  concentrations                         decay and build-up rates
  -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  \[P~i~\] = 20 mM, \[Ca^2+^\] = 0 mM    *R*~DEC~(P~i~) = (0.19 ± 0.02) s^--1^
  \[P~i~\] = 20 mM, \[Ca^2+^\] = 8 mM    *R*~DEC~(P~i~) = (0.19 ± 0.03) s^--1^
                                         *R*~DEC~(PNS) = (0.28 ± 0.16) s^--1^
                                         *R*~BU~(PNS) = (0.66 ± 0.71) s^--1^
  \[P~i~\] = 20 mM, \[Ca^2+^\] = 13 mM   *R*~DEC~(P~i~) = (0.15 ± 0.02) s^--1^
                                         *R*~DEC~(PNS) = (0.92 ± 0.32) s^--1^
                                         *R*~BU~(PNS) = (0.95 ± 0.30) s^--1^

The [Experimental Section](#sec2){ref-type="other"} contains details on the fitting procedure.

The P~i~ decay rates are largely independent of the Ca^2+^ concentration, showing that longitudinal relaxation is not strongly impacted by varying ionic strength. Similarly, the P~PNS~ build-up rates, *R*~BU~(PNS), are constant within the error margin. Thus, under our conditions, the rate of PNS formation appears to be independent of the Ca^2+^ concentrations. In contrast, the variation of the *R*~DEC~(PNS) values reflects a dependence of postnucleation aggregation as well relaxation processes on \[Ca^2+^\]. Indeed, the higher the Ca^2+^ concentration, the faster the decay rate, indicating accelerated aggregation at elevated counterion quantities (cf. turbidimetry data in the [Turbidimetry](#sec2){ref-type="other"} section ).

It should be mentioned that the D-DNP approach employs additives such as glycerol and the polarizing agent (TEMPOL). These specific conditions might influence the precipitation process, which therefore cannot directly be compared to previously published data on CaP systems.

Macroscopic Phase Transition {#sec3.2}
----------------------------

To compare the atomistic perspective that D-DNP provides with a macroscopic picture that includes the entire Ca^2+^/P~i~/buffer system, we performed real-time turbidimetry experiments to monitor the precipitation events. These experiments provided observations of the aggregation processes occurring within 10 and 20 s (depending on the Ca^2+^ concentrations), whereas the PNS NMR signal peaked 2 s after mixing in the D-DNP experiments. This suggests that significant amounts of type 2 PNS can only be found during the onset of the event, although the macroscopically observable phase-separation process takes longer.

However, it should be considered that the NMR signal decay is in part determined by relaxation effects. Therefore, the faster decay of the NMR signals in the D-DNP experiments as compared to the turbidity curves does not necessarily prove that the corresponding species also disappear faster. Instead, they might persist for longer periods yet remain invisible to NMR experiments as a consequence of rapid longitudinal relaxation.

The curves in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a represent the intensity of light that passes through the NMR sample tube after in situ mixing of P~i~- and Ca^2+^-containing solutions (20 mM P~i~; 0, 10, or 20 mM CaCl~2~). CaP particle growth after mixing leads to visible light scattering, as seen by the decreasing sample transparency. We thereby observed a phase-transition event within ∼10 or 20 s for calcium ion concentrations of 10 or 20 mM, respectively. In contrast, the P~PNS~ signals observed by D-DNP dropped to zero after 5 or 10 s, respectively.

![Macroscopic observations of CaP precipitation. (a) Turbidimetry experiments expressed as time dependence of light transmissibility (detected intensity) of CaP solutions after mixing of 20 mM P~i~ with different concentrations of Ca^2+^ ions. By this means the phase transition was observed to take 10--20 s depending on the Ca^2+^ concentration. The higher the Ca^2+^ concentration, the faster the precipitation. Note that in agreement with the D-DNP data, the precipitation event proceeds faster at higher Ca^2+^ concentrations. (b) Temporal evolution of the NMR sample tube after mixing of P~i~ and Ca^2+^. Within 10 min, macroscopic precipitates cause light to scatter. Even within the first 5 s, i.e., during the period accessible for D-DNP, light scattering was already observed. (c) Cryoelectron micrographs confirm the presence of an ∼100 nm large CaP cluster ca. 30 s after mixing of the phosphate and calcium chloride solutions. The red box indicates the area magnified on the right. Amorphous clusters feature an internal architecture due to aggregation of smaller particles of ca. 5--10 nm.](ac0c00516_0004){#fig4}

Hence, PNS, i.e., nanoscale inhomogeneities that initiate the CaP precipitation event, might be associated with the early stage of the process, while nucleation can be associated with later stages. Similar convergence between nanoscale inhomogeneities that precede macroscopic phase transitions is well documented in the field of polymer physics.^[@ref38]−[@ref40]^ For example, stimuli responsiveness of polymers is based on nanoscale inhomogeneities that precede the gelation of a polymer solution and often determine the cooperativity of such transitions.^[@ref40]^ Possibly, a similar conjunction might be witnessed here in the context of CaP formation. This is also in agreement with the convergence of classical and nonclassical crystallization theories that has been proposed by Habraken et al.^[@ref9]^

Therefore, to corroborate the turbidity data, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b illustrates how a green laser beam is scattered only 5 s after in situ mixing of P~i~- and Ca^2+^-containing solutions in the NMR sample tube. This hints toward aggregates of several hundreds of nanometers, which are too large to be detected by liquid-state NMR, yet accessible by turbidimetry already a few seconds after mixing. It appears therefore reasonable to assume that aggregation of PNS plays a large role in the disappearance of the NMR signals and that relaxation alone cannot account for the rapid signal disappearance. This interpretation would also explain why PNS could only be detected during the first ∼5 s after mixing by D-DNP, although the entire precipitation process takes ca. 10--20 s, judging from the turbidity experiments. We want to stress that the particle size should be interpreted with care though, as turbidity can be correlated with particle size distributions only in combination with further X-ray or light-scattering data.

Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) experiments ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c) confirmed the presence of large (∼100 nm) CaP amorphous particles already 30 s after initiation of the precipitation event. Interestingly, they display an internal structure made of smaller particles (ca. 5--10 nm). These observed structures might nevertheless stem from aggregation of secondary particles composed of PNS. Indeed, a pathway cannot be excluded that explains the disappearance of PNS (as detected by D-DNP) by aggregation of particles through secondary nucleation as it has been described for ACC (Amorphous calcium carbonate) precipitation.^[@ref13]^

Finally, solid-state NMR measurements revealed the final crystallographic phase following the real-time experiments. We determined the internal architecture of crystallites formed 10 min after mixing by means of solid-state ^1^H--^31^P heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) spectroscopy.^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ The spectrum in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} features characteristic resonances of CaHPO~4~·2H~2~O, i.e., of brushite crystals. Such spectra remained unchanged for 2 days after sample preparation.

![Solid-state NMR spectrum (^1^H-^31^P HETCOR) of the final precipitate. Brushite-only structure was observed, which includes 2 water molecules per phosphate unit. The solid was recovered by centrifugation from the final mixture of the D-DNP experiments, 10 min after mixing of the two interactants.](ac0c00516_0005){#fig5}

Notably, the spectrum in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} displays a brushite-only internal architecture with two well-defined peaks stemming from the two types of protons within the crystalline phase (i.e., **H**~2~O and **H**PO~4~^2--^). Hence, starting from solute PNS that forms on a time scale of a few seconds, macroscopic brushite crystallites emerge on longer time scales to shape the final product. The system thereby undergoes a disorder-to-order transition from nanoscale inhomogeneities (observed after 0.5--8 s) to macroscopic crystals (observed after from 10 min to 2 h) on a seconds to minutes time scale.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

We present an experimental spectroscopic strategy that enables the analysis of the initial phases of mineral precipitation events and reports on PNS size and kinetics, ion exchange rates, as well as macroscopic phase behavior and the architecture of the final solid.

As PNS are currently assumed to constitute the first step in precipitation and growth of crystalline CaP, their rate of formation possibly defines the growth-rate-limiting factor that determines the kinetics of CaP precipitation from aqueous solution. Real-time monitoring of PNS formation by D-DNP allows one to obtain key information about these important nanoscopic entities. The method is here reported with an example to CaP formation in a biomineralization context, yet wide ranges of concentrations, pH, and temperatures as well as other systems (e.g., carbonate, silicate or nitrate) are in principle accessible on time scales ranging from milliseconds up to several minutes.

By integrating real-time techniques with microscopy and solid-state measurements many aspects of the precipitation of CaP from aqueous solution could be captured, from the formation of initial PNS to the final precipitate.

On the basis of NMR, our approach capitalizes on an intrinsically high (atomistic) resolution and adds a temporal dimension to this method's portfolio---an approach that might prove valuable for the investigation of transient intermediates, precipitation events, and interaction monitoring in general and that should have a widespread potential to monitor the structure and kinetics of functional intermediates in the contexts of biomineralization and crystallization.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c00516](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c00516?goto=supporting-info).D-DNP reference experiments; fitting results for real-time D-DNP experiments ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c00516/suppl_file/ac0c00516_si_001.pdf))
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